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Aristocrat Brings “Mighty” Proven Performing Games to Peru Gaming Show 
 
LAS VEGAS (June 10, 2019) – Players and operators throughout Peru and Latin America love Aristocrat’s games 
and cabinets, and now Aristocrat is bringing a host of “Mighty” products to Peru Gaming Show. The show takes 
place June 19-20 in Lima, and Aristocrat will be in booth #50. 
 
“We are very excited to meet with customers at Peru Gaming Show. Thanks to our customers’ support, we 
have a well-established reputation as Peru’s top provider of premium games. We are pleased our Mighty Cash™ 
and Mighty Link™ products continue to perform well for many operators in Peru and across the region,” said 
Sebastian Srulevich, Aristocrat’s Sales Director for the Andean Region. 
 
Leading Aristocrat’s exhibit is Mighty Cash™ Big Money in the Helix Tower™ cabinet, which is making its Peru 
debut at the show. The Helix Tower creates a visual destination on the gaming floor with a soaring 55” LED 
screen with integrated media and synced jackpots driving dynamic visuals to capture player’s attention. 
 
Aristocrat will also show its Helix XT™ cabinet. Helix XT builds on the success of the original Helix™, and adds 
an enhanced new topper, a virtual button deck designed specifically for the XT, and stunning 4K graphics 
displayed on a curved 42” screen.   
 
On the Helix XT, attendees will find the Mighty Cash Double Up™ Link and the thrilling titles Money Dragon™ 
and Lucky Tiger™. Each title capitalizes on the player-favorite trend of Asian themed characters, design, and 
sound. Also appearing on the Helix XT are the titles Wild Wild Samurai™, Wild Wild Nugget™, Joe Blow™ Gold, 
and Joe Blow™ Diamonds. 
 
Aristocrat will also show its popular Helix+™ upright cabinet and the Wild Up Link™ with support titles Ocean 
Song™ and Dragon Lanterns™.  
 
Next, in the Helix™ upright cabinet, Aristocrat will show its Mighty Cash™ SA Link. Aristocrat will show six 
entertaining titles that support the link. Four titles are heavily Asian themed: Dragon Flies™, Tiger Roars™, 
Green Blade™, and Red Blade™. Vegas Wins™ perfectly captures the excitement of the gaming capital of the 
world, while Outback Bucks™, takes players on a fun journey through the Australian outback.  
 
Aristocrat’s ARC™ Single cabinet is a favorite of players and operators, and on the cabinet at Peru Gaming Show 
is the Mighty Link SSP™ and the fun and diverse licensed titles Elvira™, Pan Am™, Ted™, and Zorro™. 
 
“Operators will find a cabinet and game to speak to every type of player preference in our booth at Peru Gaming 
Show, and we are look forward to welcoming attendees,” Concluded Matt Isaacs, Aristocrat’s VP of Sales for 
Latin America and the US Eastern Region. 
 
About Aristocrat 
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a global games leader with 
more than 5,000 employees. The company is licensed in around 300 gaming jurisdictions, operates in more 
than 90 countries, and offers a unique blend products and services. The company's mission is to bring joy to 
life through the power of play. Its values are rooted in creativity and technology, and the company has a rich 
history of innovation that has shaped the gaming industry over many decades. For further information, visit 
the company's website at http://www.aristocrat-us.com. 
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